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Ultrasonic focusing in two dimensions has been investigated by calculating the propagation of
ultrasonic pulses through cross-sectional models of human abdominal wall and breast. Propagation
calculations used a full-wavek-space method that accounts for spatial variations in density, sound
speed, and frequency-dependent absorption and includes perfectly matched layer absorbing
boundary conditions. To obtain a distorted receive wavefront, propagation from a point source
through the tissue path was computed. Receive focusing used an angular spectrum method. Transmit
focusing was accomplished by propagating a pressure wavefront from a virtual array through the
tissue path. As well as uncompensated focusing, focusing that employed time-shift compensation
and time-shift compensation after backpropagation was investigated in both transmit and receive
and time reversal was investigated for transmit focusing in addition. The results indicate, consistent
with measurements, that breast causes greater focus degradation than abdominal wall. The
investigated compensation methods corrected the receive focus better than the transmit focus.
Time-shift compensation after backpropagation improved the focus from that obtained using
time-shift compensation alone but the improvement was less in transmit focusing than in receive
focusing. Transmit focusing by time reversal resulted in lower sidelobes but larger mainlobes than
the other investigated transmit focus compensation methods. ©2003 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1531986#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Qf, 43.20.Fn@FD#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Simulation of large-scale ultrasonic propagation throu
realistic tissue structures has recently become feasible1–3

Computations of wavefront distortion produced by hum
abdominal wall1,4 and breast tissue5 models have shown th
tissue models produce propagation effects similar to th
measured6–8 and has provided insight about the way vario
structures in tissue produce aberration.4,9

Simulations of ultrasonic focus aberration by tissue ha
previously employed models such as random ph
screens10–12 or homogeneous layers.13–15 These models,
however, do not incorporate detailed anatomic structure.
though wavefront distortion is known to limit focus and im
age quality,4,10,16 further investigation of focusing is neede
with more realistic models that explicitly include anatom
structure of tissue to extend current understanding.

Direct simulation of ultrasonic focusing through realis
tissue structures can elucidate the physical processes
volved in ultrasonic image aberration. Of special interes
the effect of morphology on focus correction for synthe
~receive! focusing of the aberrated wavefronts in ima
formation17–19 and for physical~transmit! focusing through

a!Present address: Ethicon Endo-Surgery, 4545 Creek Rd. ML 40, Cin
nati, OH 45242.
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tissue.20–22 Although tissue inhomogeneities are known
cause wavefront distortion and, thus, focus degradation,
relationship between specific tissue structures and fo
quality has not received much attention. Transmit focus c
rection, in particular, has received limited previous attent
in the literature, so that realistic computations of aberrati
corrected transmit focusing are needed to improve und
standing of transmit focus correction.

This paper presents simulations of transmit and rece
focusing through two-dimensional models of abdomin
wall1,4 and breast tissue. Cylindrical wavefronts aberrated
propagation through each tissue cross section are refoc
with and without correction. Focus quality is described
metrics that quantify the focal width and the relative amou
of energy outside the focal region. For receive focus corr
tion, time-shift compensation in the receiving aperture17–19

and after backpropagation from the aperture23,24 were em-
ployed. For transmit focus correction, these methods as
as time reversal20 were used.

The results indicate that the quality of corrected a
uncorrected focus depends on tissue type as well as
method of correction. The relative performance of correct
methods for transmit and receive focusing has been sh
under directly comparable conditions. In general, breast
sue in the simulations caused greater focus aberration

n-
113(2)/1166/11/$19.00 © 2003 Acoustical Society of America
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abdominal wall tissue both before and after compensat
Examination of time-domain received, corrected, and
cused wavefronts as well as pressure fields within tissue
provided insight into the physical basis, strengths, and li
tations of each correction method. Time-shift compensa
was more effective after backpropagation for both rece
and transmit focusing, although this difference was sma
in the case of transmit focusing. Time reversal produce
good transmit focus due to the coherent point source
ployed, but was limited by spatial and temporal windowi
of scattered signals as well as by frequency-dependent
sorption.

II. METHODS

A. Wavefield simulations

All computations performed here used two-dimensio
maps of human abdominal wall and breast tissue cross
tions. The abdominal wall maps were those used in Ref
The breast tissue maps were created using methods desc
in Ref. 1. These breast tissue maps were derived from
gions of the breast where little parenchymal tissue w
present so that the sections consisted primarily of fat, s
and connective tissue. The maps represented the tissu
regions of a single tissue type: fat, muscle, or connec
tissue.

The computations were performed using a virtual arr
tissue map, and focal point configured as in Fig. 1. To obt
a distorted receive wavefront, a cylindrical pressure wa
pulse with a sinusoidal time variation and a Gaussian en
lope was propagated from a point 55 mm away to an
element virtual array of receivers that had a pitch of 0.60 m
and spanned 48 mm. At the start of the computations,
particle velocity was defined to be zero everywhere and
pressure distribution was defined to be

p~x,y;0!5e2@pbr/~2c0!#2/ln~2!J0~2p f 0r /c0!, ~1!

FIG. 1. Configuration for calculations of propagation. A virtual array, tiss
model ~abdominal wall A04a!, and focal point are situated as shown in
65.03365.03 mm2 region around which is a perfectly matched layer~PML!
absorbing boundary.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 2, February 2003
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where r 5@(x2x0)21(y2y0)2#1/2, the source position is
(x0 ,y0), f 0 andb are the pulse center frequency and26 dB
bandwidth, respectively, andJ0(•) is a zeroth-order Besse
function of the first kind. This specification of the initia
values corresponds to the sum of an outgoing wave and
incoming wave each band limited in temporal frequency a
centered at (x0 ,y0). The starting pressure is continuous b
cause the singularity in the temporal-frequency dom
Green’s function associated with the outgoing wave and u
in the superposition of temporal frequencies is canceled b
corresponding singularity associated with the incom
wave. In all the simulations,f 0 was 3 MHz andb was 1.8
MHz. The array of receivers was located about 8 mm fro
the skin surface in the tissue map. The straight-line tis
path length from the focal or source point to the array av
aged 30 mm. The source was centered in the lateral spa
the array and was at least 10 mm from the other surface
the tissue map in each case. Element directivity and cr
talk were emulated by integrating the pressure field over
span of each element using a trapezoidal weighting that c
sisted of a 0.4 mm flat region at the center and 0.2 mm lin
transition that overlapped with adjacent elements on b
sides.

The maps of tissue were derived from cross-sectio
images that were sampled on a uniformx-y grid at 0.084 67
mm intervals~300 pixels per in.!. The same grid interval was
used for all the computations. Each map was used for m
tiple simulations by choosing sections that filled the who
computational window with a uniform thickness central po
tion and included no more than 25% overlap between ap
tures.

The tissue properties employed in the simulations
summarized in Table I. Sound speed and density values
those employed in Ref. 1. Relaxation-process absorption
implemented using two relaxation processes with compre
ibility parametersk1 , k2 and time constantst1 andt2 . The
compressibility parameters and the time constants were
sen to approximate a linear dependence of absorption on
quency over the pulse bandwidth by using the formula
frequency-dependent absorption given in Ref. 25. The re
ation time constants were defined by the relations

t151/~6 f max! ~2a!

and

t251/f max, ~2b!

TABLE I. Physical properties at 37 °C for each tissue type employed in
simulations. ‘‘CT’’ denotes connective tissue including septa as well as c
nective structures within muscle layers.

Tissue

Physical parameter

Sound
speed

mm/ms
Density

g/cc
Absorption

dB/~cm3MHz!

t1533 ns
(k1 /k`)

3103

t25200 ns
(k2 /k`)

3103

Water 1.524 0.993 ¯ ¯ ¯

Reference 1.524 0.993 0.50 4.32 3.64
Fat 1.478 0.950 0.52 4.36 3.67
Muscle 1.547 1.050 0.91 7.98 6.72
Skin/CT 1.613 1.120 1.61 14.72 12.40
1167Tabei et al.: Simulation of ultrasonic focusing
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where f max is the nominal maximum frequency of interes
For a maximum nominal frequency that was 5.0 MHz in t
simulations described here, the relaxation time constants
t1533 ns andt25200 ns. Given this choice of relaxatio
time constants, a reference frequency-dependent absor
of 0.50 dB/~cm•MHz! is best approximated~in a least-
squares sense with an rms error of 0.02 dB/cm! for a refer-
ence density of 0.993 g/cc and a reference sound spee
1524 mm/ms in the frequency range 1.0, f ,5.0 MHz by the
compressibility parametersk154.3231023k` and k2

53.6431023k` , wherek`51/(r0c0
2) and is the compress

ibility of water that was 4.336310210m•s2/kg in the simu-
lations. To obtain relaxation parameters for each tissue c
ponent, the coefficients were scaled using the ratio
absorption in the tissue component and the reference v
and the corresponding ratio of sound speeds.

Computations were performed using a full-wavek-space
method based on coupled first-order differential equati
for linear acoustic propagation.26 The method accounts fo
spatially-varying sound speed, density, and relaxation
sorption processes, and includes perfectly matched la
~PML! absorbing boundary conditions. This method is te
porally exact for homogeneous media and is also accurate
general inhomogeneous media.26,27 The low numerical dis-
persion inherent to thek-space method allows the effects
frequency-dependent absorption and physical dispersion
sociated with relaxation-process absorption to be accura
modeled over long paths.

A grid of 7683768 points that spanned 65.03365.03
mm2 was used in each computation. To avoid artifactual sc
tering caused by boundaries between tissue types in
models,27,28 the tissue maps were lowpass filtered using
Gaussian shaped filter with a 1/e response at 67% of th
spatial Nyquist frequency. Density maps were shifted o
half sample in thex andy directions by shifting the phase o
their spatial spectra to obtain spatial values for the stagg
grid employed in the first-orderk-space method.26 The time
step was 30 ns in all cases so that the Courant-Friedri
Lewy ~CFL! number,29 defined asc0Dt/Dx, is 0.53 for wa-
ter. This choice of CFL number was sufficiently small
maintain high accuracy for the soft-tissue propagation pa
considered here.26,27

B. Receive focusing

Waveforms received at the simulated array were c
rected for geometric delay by using the known positions
the point source and aperture and the assumed sound s
in water. This removed the curvature produced by the pro
gation geometry and facilitated subsequent analysis of wa
front distortion as well as focusing. After geometric corre
tion, waveforms were temporally windowed before furth
processing. The window was 2ms long and had 0.5ms co-
sine tapers at each end to be comparable with the windo
previous simulations1,4 and measurements.7,8

Wavefront distortion statistics were computed usi
methods analogous to those described previously.23 For time-
shift estimation, a one-dimensional version of the refere
waveform method was employed to calculate the arrival ti
1168 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 2, February 2003
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of the wavefront at each element in the simulated array. T
arrival time fluctuations and their correlation length in t
receiving aperture were calculated after subtracting a lin
fit from the geometrically corrected wavefront, to be comp
rable with the fit in previous studies1,4,7,8 that employed
specimens or cross sections also with nonparallel surfa
Wavefronts were then aligned using the computed arr
time fluctuations, and the aligned wavefronts were emplo
to compute energy level fluctuations, waveform similar
factor, and correlation length of the energy level fluctuatio
Energy level fluctuations were defined as the sum of
squared amplitude of the waveform within the process
window, in dB units, also after removal of a linear fit. Co
relation lengths were defined by the26 dB width of the
corresponding autocorrelation function. The waveform sim
larity factor23 is a kind of generalized cross-correlatio
bounded by 0 and 1 and equal to unity when all the wa
forms are identical.

The received wavefront was synthetically focused
each tissue path to obtain an image of the point source,
the point-spread function for the imaging configuration. T
focus was obtained using a Fourier transform implemen
tion of the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula30 in two
dimensions. The implementation for a wave traveling fro
y0 to y may be expressed31

p~x,y;t !5FT21H ei ~2p f uy2y0u/c0!E
2`

`

FT@p~x8,y0 ;t !#

3
uy2y0u

r
pAf /~c0r !e2 i ~2p f r /c02p/4! dx8J ,

~3!

where

r 5A~x2x8!21~y2y0!2,

FT @•# is the temporal Fourier transform, anduy-y0u is the
distance of propagation. The first exponential term cor
sponds to a time delay that centers the focused wavefron
the same 2ms time window as the received wavefront. T
ensure an acyclic temporal convolution, time sequences w
zero-padded to double their size before the FFT. Use of
real-space Green’s function rather than its spatial Fou
transform ensured that spatial wraparound artifacts were
a problem.32,33 Prior to focusing, wavefronts were spatial
interpolated from the step size of the element pitch~0.6 mm!
to the spatial step in the simulations~0.084 67 mm!. The
same interpolation procedure was used for backpropaga
in receive and transmit focusing along with appropriate in
gration to obtain waveforms at the element positions a
backpropagation.

The receive focus was computed for waveforms t
were uncompensated, time-shift compensated in the rec
aperture, and time-shift compensated after backpropagati
distance of 40 mm. The same distance was used for all
backpropagations because trials showed the waveform s
larity maximum was broad, the maximum typically occurr
at a distance in the neighborhood of 40 mm, and the per
mance of the compensation method was not strongly dep
dent on the precise value of the distance.23 In each case, a
Tabei et al.: Simulation of ultrasonic focusing
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Hamming window34 was used to apodize the aperture befo
focusing. Time-shift compensation employed a sinc funct
multiplied by a 10-point Kaiser window35 to interpolate am-
plitudes at shifts not equal to the original sampling interv
The backpropagation was performed after geometric cor
tion, i.e., using a planar geometry.23 Use of essentially plana
wavefronts simplified the computation by eliminating t
need to resample a converging wavefront on a finer spa
grid during backpropagation. Although this may seem diff
ent from physical backpropagation, a geometric acoustics
gument shows that the effect of geometric correction can
represented by a scaling.22 Propagation of a converging wav
in a cylindrical geometry a distancer 12r 0 from a cylinder
of radiusr 1 to a cylinder of radiusr 0 (r 1.r 0) is equivalent
to propagation in a planar geometry a distancer 1

2r 0)r 1 /r 0 followed by a reduction of size of the result by
factor of r 0 /r 1 .

C. Transmit focusing

To examine the effect of propagation through a tiss
path on the transmit focus, transmit focusing was also sim
lated both with and without aberration correction. The
simulations started with the specification of a waveform
the elements of the emulated array. The waveforms w
spatially apodized with a Hamming window and geomet
delays were included in the wavefront to produce a focu
a distance of 55 mm from the array. Thek-space method wa
used to propagate the wavefront.

For transmit focusing without compensation for disto
tion, the unapodized waveform at the elements of the a
was

a~ t !5e2~pbt/2!2/ln~2! sin~2p f 0t !. ~4!

The temporal spectrum of this waveform is the same as
of the source given by Eq.~1! in the homogeneous wate
path region around the source. This provides a basis for c
parison of transmit focuses computed using the wavefr
defined by Eq.~4! with those computed using time revers
of received wavefronts.

To represent a line source extending in thex direction at
the y coordinate of the array, the source term

s~x,t1Dt/2!52S c0Dt

Dy D S p~x,t !1p~x,t1Dt !

2 D ~5!

was defined. In this expression,p(x,t) is the temporal wave-
form a(t) after apodization and inclusion of focusing delay
Equation~5! prescribes a pressure wavefront between te
poral time steps as required by thek-space method using
coupled first-order equations.26 Part of this wave propagate
upward~in the2y direction! and part propagates downwa
~in the 1y direction! from the line source. The up-goin
wavefront is absorbed by the PML boundary. This specifi
tion of the source is convenient for the processing descri
below because the wavefield is observed as a pressure.

To compensate for changes in the apparent source
plitude for the off-axis portion of the wavefront,p(x,t) was
multiplied by the following obliquity factorI ( f ,kx ,c0) in the
spatial-temporal frequency domain:
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 2, February 2003
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I ~ f ,kx ,c0!

5H @12~kxc0 /~2p f !!2#1/2, if ukxc0 /~2p f !u,1,

0, otherwise.

~6!

wheref is temporal frequency andkx is the spatial frequency
in thex direction. The obliquity factor allows the pressure
be used instead of the particle velocity in the Raylei
integral.36

For transmit focusing that employed time-shift compe
sation, time shifts the same as those used for receive fo
correction were applied to the waveforma(t). For transmit
focusing that used backpropagation, the transmit wavefr
to be apodized and have focusing delays included was
tained by backpropagating a distance of 40 mm the geom
cally corrected received wavefront in a 2ms temporal win-
dow, estimating time shifts, applying these shifts to t
waveforma(t), and backpropagating the wavefront from th
plane of the time-shift estimation to the aperture. For tra
mit focusing that employed time reversal, waveforms we
obtained by reversing in time the waveform in a tempora
ms window at each element.

D. Focus evaluation

The focus was described as in Ref. 19 by an effect
width in the array~x! and time~y! directions as a function o
level below the peak amplitude, by a peripheral energy ra
and by an effective radius. Effective width, defined in
given direction as the width of the maximum amplitude pr
jection in that direction, was determined using the envelo
of the analytic signal as the amplitude in the projection. T
temporal effective width was converted to a spatial wid
using the assumed sound speed for water. Peripheral en
ratio, defined as the ratio of the pulse energy outside a
erence ellipse to the pulse energy inside the ellipse,
computed at an amplitude level 10 dB below the peak. L
the reference ellipsoid used in the three-dimensional fo
evaluation described in Ref. 19, the reference ellipse w
centered at the position of peak amplitude. The width of
ellipse along each axis was the210 dB effective width in the
corresponding direction. The effective radius was defined
one-half the geometric mean of the effective width in thex
and in they directions.

III. RESULTS

A wavefront at an instant of time during propagatio
through a representative breast tissue map~B03b! from the
point source is shown in Fig. 2. Visible in the wavefield a
the primary cylindrical wavefront, secondary wavefronts
flected from the water-tissue boundary, and complicated s
tering caused by the network of septa around lobules of s
cutaneous fat in the breast. Also apparent are local time s
in the main wavefront caused by propagation along se
aligned with the direction of propagation. These time sh
lead to interference that causes amplitude fluctuations in
received wavefront.1
1169Tabei et al.: Simulation of ultrasonic focusing
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Received wavefronts are shown in Fig. 3 for a repres
tative selection of abdominal wall and breast tissue ma
The wavefronts in the left column exhibit low arrival tim
and energy level fluctuations and low waveform distortio
The wavefronts in the center column have moderate arr
time and energy level fluctuations as well as moderate wa
form shape distortion. The wavefronts in the right colum
show high arrival time and energy level fluctuations and a

FIG. 2. A pulse wavefront at an instant of time during propagation from
point source through a representative breast tissue map~B03b!. The wave-
front is superimposed on the map and displayed on a 60 dB bipolar l
rithmic gray scale. In the map, dark gray denotes connective tissue or
and light gray denotes fat.

FIG. 3. Wavefronts after propagation through representative tissue map
geometric correction. The upper row is for abdominal wall paths~from left
to right: low, moderate, and high aberration!, while the lower row is for
breast tissue paths~from left to right: low, moderate, and high aberration!. In
each panel, the vertical axis spans 48 mm and the horizontal axis spansms.
The amplitude gray scale is linear.
1170 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 2, February 2003
-
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.
al
e-

o

high waveform distortion. The wavefronts suggest that
dominal wall produces wavefront distortion with more sma
scale spatial variation than breast, while breast produces
tortion with more large-scale spatial variations th
abdominal wall. The amplitude fluctuations apparent in
figure are the result of interference between distorted wa
fronts as they propagate.

Statistics that describe the received wavefronts are
sented in Fig. 4. The average root-mean-square~rms! arrival
time fluctuation~ATF!, energy level fluctuation~ELF!, and
ATF correlation length are about the same for both tiss
paths ~avg6std dev: 42.5615.4 ns, 3.160.5 dB, and 4.4
62.7 mm, respectively, for abdominal wall and 43.9615.2
ns, 3.360.8 dB, and 3.861.2 mm, respectively, for breast!.
Also for both abdominal wall and breast tissue paths, ba
propagation resulted in little change of the arrival time flu
tuation, energy level fluctuation, and ATF correlation leng
However, the geometric scale factor discussed above is
and indicates that the true correlation lengths are m
smaller~2.5 mm and 2.2 mm for abdominal wall and brea
respectively, before backpropagation!. The average apparen
ELF correlation length was decreased by backpropaga
~from 2.360.4 mm to 2.060.3 mm for abdominal wall and
from 3.361.5 mm to 2.761.0 mm for breast! but the geo-
metric scale factor as in the case of ATF correlation leng
reduces the true length~to 1.2 mm and 1.6 mm for abdomi
nal wall and breast, respectively!. The values of waveform
similarity factor~WSF! were appreciably increased and the
standard deviations were decreased by backpropaga
~from 0.95260.019 to 0.97860.008 for abdominal wall and
from 0.94060.028 to 0.97560.014 for breast!.

Wavefronts in the aperture with and without compen
tion and the corresponding receive focuses are illustrate
Fig. 5 for a representative highly aberrating abdominal w
path and for a representative highly aberrating breast tis
path. The wavefronts are more alike after backpropagat
as quantified by the WSF statistics plotted in the previo
figure, so that backpropagation processing improves rec
focusing. The focus improvement that results from ba
propagation followed by time-shift compensation is grea
than the improvement from time-shift compensation alo
but the focus still is not ideal.

The focus improvement visible in Fig. 5 is quantified b
the effective radii and peripheral energy ratios in Fig. 6 a
by other receive focus statistics in Table II. The statistics
the uncompensated focus are substantially improved by ti
shift compensation~TSC! and improved still further by the
use of backpropagation followed by time-shift compensat
~BP1TSC!. For example, the mean220 dB effective radius
for breast tissue improves from 2.560.8 mm before compen
sation to 1.460.4 mm after time-shift compensation and
1.260.4 mm after backpropagation followed by time-sh
compensation. The corresponding220 dB radius for the wa-
ter path~ideal! case is 0.9 mm. In general, the statistics
dicate breast causes somewhat greater receive focus d
dation than abdominal wall. The breast-tissue wavefro
also focus more poorly after compensation; nevertheless,
of backpropagation processing appreciably improves the
cus for the breast paths.

a

a-
in

nd
Tabei et al.: Simulation of ultrasonic focusing
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square~rms! arrival time fluctuation~ATF!, correlation length~CL! of ATF, rms energy level fluctuation~ELF!, correlation length~CL! of ELF, and waveform
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The mainlobe widths of the receive focus using TSC a
using BP1TSC are broader than those for the water p
case. This difference arises from frequency-dependent
tenuation through the tissue path. The attenuation decre
the center frequency of the received waveforms, particula
at the ends of the array and results in a smaller effec
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aperture. ~When propagation was simulated witho
frequency-dependent absorption, main-lobe widths for co
pensated receive focusing were close to those for the i
case.!

A converging uncompensated wavefront and second
scattered wavefronts at an instant of time during propaga
domina

g
is spans 2
FIG. 5. Uncompensated and compensated receive wavefronts and corresponding focuses. The top row is for a representative highly aberrating abl wall
path~A06a!, while the bottom row is for a representative highly aberrating breast tissue path~B06c!. The wavefronts~from left to right! are: uncompensated
~Uncomp!, time-shift compensated~TSC!, backpropagated and time-shift compensated~BP1TSC!, and water path~Ideal!, respectively, and the correspondin
focused wavefronts. The vertical axis spans 48 mm for wavefronts in the aperture and 16 mm for the focused wavefronts, while the horizontal ax
ms in each case. The amplitude gray scale is linear.
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through a representative breast tissue map from the vir
array is shown in Fig. 7. The relatively large element s
~0.6 mm, 1.2 times the wavelength at the 3 MHz center f
quency! results in grating-lobe wavefronts that appear
curved lines at the sides of the converging wavefront. Ho
ever, these wavefronts dissipate as the main wavefront
proaches the focus. As in the case of propagation from
point source, scattering occurs as the wavefront stri
boundaries between different tissue components.

Transmit wavefronts without and with compensati
~before the addition of geometric delay in each case! in the
emulated aperture and the corresponding transmit focuse
ter propagation through a representative highly aberra
abdominal wall and a representative highly aberrating bre
tissue path are shown in Fig. 8. The uncompensated tran
focuses show aberration similar to the uncompensated
ceive focuses even though the focusing processes are d
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ent. Compared to time-shift compensation with and witho
backpropagation, the focus resulting from time-reversal ha
broader mainlobe as a consequence of the apodization
has lower sidelobes as a consequence of the relatively w
inhomogeneity of the attenuation and the invariance of lo
less propagation to the direction of time.

In contrast to receive focus correction that removes d
tortion from the wavefront, transmit focus correction pred
torts or modifies the wavefront to include a kind of distortio
in the transmitted wavefront. Although the focus resulti
from time-shift compensation of the backpropagation is i
proved over the focus resulting from time-shift compensat
alone, the improvement is smaller than in receive focusi
As in receive focusing, breast caused greater degrada
than abdominal wall. This is expected from the greater a
plitude fluctuations in the BP1TSC and time reversed wave
fronts.
al wall
ed
TABLE II. 210 dB and220 dB effective radii~ER! in mm and210 dB peripheral energy ratios~PER! for
simulated focusing. Effective widths and peripheral energy ratios are shown for breast and abdomin
tissue simulations of transmit~TX! and receive~RX! focusing with wavefronts that were uncompensat
~Uncomp!, time-shift compensated~TSC!, time-shift compensated after backpropagation~BP1TSC!, or time
reversed~TR!. Each statistic is shown using the format mean6standard deviation.

Statistic Focus Tissue Uncomp TSC BP1TSC TR

210 dB RX Abdomen 0.8060.18 0.6460.02 0.6460.01 ¯

ER Breast 0.9260.30 0.6660.03 0.6460.02 ¯

TX Abdomen 0.7860.15 0.6260.01 0.6360.01 0.6560.02
Breast 0.9360.35 0.6560.07 0.6460.04 0.6560.03

220 dB RX Abdomen 2.3360.80 1.2960.33 1.0160.22 ¯

ER Breast 2.5160.80 1.4360.43 1.2060.36 ¯

TX Abdomen 2.3460.79 1.3260.44 1.2460.40 0.9860.08
Breast 4.3262.75 2.4061.51 2.0961.33 1.5760.93

210 dB RX Abdomen 0.6060.25 0.3460.11 0.2260.05 ¯

PER Breast 0.5360.17 0.3660.12 0.2460.07 ¯

TX Abdomen 0.7060.22 0.4860.16 0.4160.11 0.2760.06
Breast 0.7860.29 0.6360.27 0.5360.22 0.3660.14
Tabei et al.: Simulation of ultrasonic focusing
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Statistics of the transmit focuses are shown in Fig. 9
well as in Table II. The transmit focus quality is genera
similar to that for receive focusing in the case of abdomi
wall. However, the size of the focus as quantified by the220
dB effective radii shown in Table II is much larger for tran
mit focusing through breast tissue than for receive focus
~e.g., 4.362.8 mm vs 2.560.8 mm uncompensated and 2
61.5 mm vs 1.460.4 mm using time-shift compensation!.
As expected from the representative focuses shown in Fig
BP1TSC produces a smaller improvement over TSC,
contrast to receive focusing where significant improvem
is evident. Also, as seen from comparison of the210 dB
effective radii in Table II, the mainlobe for time-reversal f

FIG. 7. A converging uncompensated pulse wavefront and secondary
tered wavefronts at an instant of time during propagation from a vir
array through a representative breast tissue map~B03b!. The wavefront is
superimposed on the map and displayed on a 60 dB bipolar logarithmic
scale. In the map, dark gray denotes connective tissue or skin and light
denotes fat.
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cusing is wider than for TSC and BP1TSC correction. This
occurs for two main reasons. First, the received wavefr
has undergone frequency-dependent absorption du
propagation through the tissue and, consequently, the w
form is lengthened and the wavefront amplitude is furth
reduced by a longer attenuating path to the edges of
aperture. Second, the spatial weighting of the time-rever
wavefront by the product of the cylindrical spreading fac
1/Ar and the Hamming window reduces the effective size
the aperture. Nevertheless, the time reversal procedure y
a good focus, at least for the case in which a wavefront fr
a point source is available. Once again, the degrada
caused by the breast tissue is larger than that from abdom
wall tissue, both before and after compensation. These
ferences are larger for transmit focusing than for receive
cusing.

IV. DISCUSSION

The ATF values in the current simulations are about 2
smaller than those in previous simulations1,4 that employed
plane wave propagation. This decrease is attributed main
the difference in geometry between point-source and pla
wave propagation. During propagation from the point sour
the wavefronts pass through a region that is narrow near
source and widens toward the array so the wavefront enco
ters fewer different inhomogeneities while passing throu
the tissue. The values of ATF in simulations of propagat
through tissue are much smaller than the corresponding
ues in measurements because, as previously discussed,1,4 the
tissue maps are less complicated than tissue and propag
is physically different in two and three dimensions.

The ELF values are about the same as those in prev
simulations1,4 and measurements7 using abdominal wall and
about 1 dB less than measurements8 using breast. The simi-
larity of values is attributed mostly to the local nature of t
energy level fluctuations. The short-range correlation is
greatly affected by the fitting process that employed a lin

at-
l

ay
ay
abdomin

zontal ax
FIG. 8. Uncompensated and compensated transmit wavefronts and corresponding focuses. The top row is for a representative highly aberratingal
wall path ~A06a!, while the bottom row is for a representative highly aberrating breast tissue path~B06c!. The wavefronts~from left to right! are:
uncompensated~Uncomp!, time-shift compensated~TSC!, backpropagated and time-shift compensated~BP1TSC!, and time reversed~TR!, and the corre-
sponding focused wavefronts. The vertical axis spans 48 mm for wavefronts in the aperture and 16 mm for the focused wavefronts, while the horiis
spans 2ms in each case. The amplitude gray scale is linear.
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paths
FIG. 9. Effective beam width and peripheral energy ratio~PER! for transmit focusing. The upper panels show the average for 12 model abdominal wall
and lower panels show the average for 14 model breast tissue paths. The line convention is the same as in Fig. 6 except that TR5time reversal.
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fit in the referenced~two-dimensional! simulations of plane-
wave propagation through tissue cross sections and a fo
order, two-dimensional polynomial fit in the referenced me
surements of point-source~three-dimensional! propagation
through tissue specimens.

The statistics of receive focus metrics agree, howe
qualitatively with those obtained from measurements
breast8 and abdominal wall tissue,23 although the skirts of the
receive focus effective-radius curves are higher in the pre
study. A major reason for this is that sidelobes decay m
slowly in a two-dimensional focus compared to those in
three-dimensional focus. However, waveform similarity fa
tors and energy level fluctuations have similar values
those in Ref. 23 and improvement before and after ba
propagation processing is similar to that in Ref. 23 as w
These observations indicate that the distortion simulated
is similar to that measured in human tissue Refs. 8 and
even though the arrival-time and energy-level fluctuatio
differ due to differences in geometry.

The investigated compensation methods performed
ter for receive focusing than for transmit focusing. Althou
effective radii for uncompensated focusing are almost id
tical down to217 dB for abdominal wall paths and212 dB
for breast tissue paths, effective radii at lower levels
wider for the transmit case. Peripheral energy ratios are
substantially higher for uncompensated transmit focus
The values of these two metrics indicate higher sidelobe
els compared to receive focusing. Furthermore, backpro
gation followed by time-shift compensation in transmit foc
correction showed less improvement over time-shift co
1174 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 2, February 2003
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pensation alone than in receive focus correction. This ob
vation agrees with a corresponding observation in an exp
mental study22 that employed a two-dimensional array.

The difference between receive and transmit focus
provement is attributed primarily to the difference of the e
timation process using homogeneous medium and phys
propagation through distributed inhomogeneities. In co
pensation during reception, the homogeneous path assu
in estimation is also used in focusing. In compensation d
ing transmission, however, the path used for estimation
different from the physical path used for transmission. A
though this process works well for a phase screen or a v
thin layer of aberration, the performance is degraded as
thickness of aberrating medium increases.

Focus compensation employing backpropagation p
duces edge waves that merit comment. These edge w
affect the estimation of time-shifts at the boundary of t
aperture. In receive focusing, apodization reduces the in
ence of any time-shift errors and the receive focus impro
ment that results from inclusion of the backpropagation s
before time-shift estimation is appreciable. In transmit foc
ing, the edge waves depend on the way the compensatio
implemented. For example, instead of time-shifting a spec
pulse waveform to obtain the wavefront that is backpro
gated from the position of the time-shift screen to the po
tion of the aperture and then apodizing the resulting wa
front in the aperture as in the studies described here,
wavefront that is time-shifted can be obtained by backpro
gation of an already apodized wavefront from the trans
aperture as in Ref. 22. This latter procedure reduces the e
Tabei et al.: Simulation of ultrasonic focusing
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waves in the backpropagation from the position of the ph
screen but residual edge effects remain along the inner
der of the transmit aperture. Since trials showed the trans
focus is about the same using each implementation and s
shifting a given pulse at the position of the phase scree
straightforward and requires less computation, that met
was used here.

A comparison of time reversal and backpropagation f
lowed by time-shift compensation provides insight about
limited improvement in transmit focusing provided by bac
propagation followed by time-shift compensation. Wh
time reversal implicitly incorporates distortion effects alo
the entire propagation path, the backpropagation proces
employed here effectively concentrates distributed aberra
in a single phase screen at the backpropagation distance
though wavefronts compensated using backpropagation
cessing appear similar to time-reversed wavefronts as se
Fig. 8, the time-reversed wavefronts contain larger amplit
fluctuations. The smaller amplitude fluctuations produced
backpropagation are insufficient to compensate fully for a
plitude variations caused by the distributed inhomogeneit

The time-reversal method for transmit focusing throu
the realistic tissue paths used in this study did not appro
an ideal diffraction-limited focus. The performance of tim
reversal compensation is affected by irreversible proce
that exist in practice. Important among these are absorp
element directivity, finite time window, and scattering los
Also, propagation of a prefocused wavefront serves be
than the point source because less energy is lost outsid
receive aperture. Although all effects other than scatter
loss may be removed in simulations to improve the perf
mance of time-reverse compensation significantly, this
not been done because changes were not used with
methods and a fair comparison of methods under sim
practical circumstances is the goal here.

One may ask how well time-reversal processing can p
form in practice with finite apertures and temporal window
The answer is apparently that as long as a point sourc
available at the focus, time-reversal compensation is supe
to the investigated compensation methods in sidelobe
pression though the difference may be reduced dependin
physical constraints. This good performance is likely beca
the time-reversed wavefront still contains some informat
associated with secondarily scattered and refracted w
fronts. However, in most practical cases, point sources
not available.

The backpropagation method has the advantage of
requiring a point source. The time-reversal method, howe
requires at least a pointlike source. Although the difficulty
time-shift estimation from diffuse scattering may slightly i
crease due to reduced coherence, time-shift estimation in
setting is not a significant problem.37

In the realistic situations, further improvement of tran
mit focus quality is also possible using a spatio-tempo
inverse filter.38 This has been shown to provide a better foc
than time reversal in an inhomogeneous medium w
attenuation.39 However, the inverse filtering in this metho
requires received wavefronts for multiple, well-defin
source locations, a configuration not possible in most pra
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 2, February 2003
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cal pulse-echo medical imaging applications. Nevertheles
accurate tissue models are available, simulations like th
presented here may be useful in the development of n
methods for transmit focus correction.

Notable is that the present simulations, which employ
two-dimensional cross-sectional models of breast and
dominal wall tissue, may somewhat underestimate the fo
degradation caused by human tissue. As gener
understood40 and recently shown for human breast-tiss
simulations,5 propagation through three-dimensional inh
mogeneous media causes greater distortion than propag
through two-dimensional models of the same media. Th
two-dimensional simulations are expected to result in l
focus degradation. However, as discussed above, a
dimensional focus has higher sidelobe levels than a th
dimensional focus so that this difference may be diminish

In general, breast tissue causes larger aberration
abdominal tissue. However, the aberration appears at r
tively lower spatial frequencies. This may explain why com
mercial scanners operating at a higher frequency and usi
higherf-number than employed in this study are more effe
tive in breast imaging than in abdominal imaging. In ad
tion, the adverse effects of aberration on high-frequen
breast imaging may be partially compensated by use of tis
compression and selection of transducer position for opti
image quality.

Overall, despite simplifications associated with the t
sue model and with propagation in two dimensions,
qualitative agreement of results in this study with resu
from measurements and the realistic appearance of the w
front distortion and focus aberration in this study show t
employed combination of the tissue maps andk-space
method of calculation is useful for investigation of focusin
and aberration correction in ultrasonic applications throug
tissue path.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Simulations employing cross-sectional models of hum
abdominal wall and breast tissue have provided new in
mation about the effects of tissue structure and compensa
on receive and transmit focusing in medical ultrasound. T
receive and transmit focus degradation caused by breas
sue were greater than those caused by abdominal wall be
and after compensation. The quality of the transmit foc
obtained through breast tissue was particularly low. This
attributed to the large amplitude fluctuations caused by lar
scale connective tissue structures in breast tissue.

Aberration correction for receive focusing was effecti
both for abdominal wall and breast tissue paths, althou
focus quality remained lower for breast after compensati
Time-shift compensation significantly improved focusing b
time-shift compensation after backpropagation was subs
tially better. Since the receive focus can be considere
point-spread function of an analogous imaging system, th
results indicate that aberration correction can, in princip
greatly improve the quality of images obtained through t
sue paths with large-scale distributed inhomogeneities, p
vided a satisfactory estimate of the aberration can be
tained.
1175Tabei et al.: Simulation of ultrasonic focusing
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The improvement of transmit focusing by the metho
studied was not as great as obtained in receive focusing
particular, time-shift compensation after backpropagat
provided only small improvement over time-shift compen
tion alone. Time-reversal produced a transmit focus with l
sidelobe levels but a wider mainlobe relative to the ot
compensation methods investigated and was apparently
ited by a smaller effective aperture and spatially varyin
frequency-dependent attenuation.
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